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This paper presents error propagation equations for modeling of radiogenic isotopes during mixing of two
components or end-members. These equations can be used to estimate errors on an isotopic ratio in the
mixture of two components, as a function of the analytical errors or the total errors of geological field
sampling and analytical errors. Two typical cases (``Small errors'' and ``Large errors'') are illustrated for
mixing of Sr isotopes. Similar examples can be formulated for the other radiogenic isotopic ratios. Actual
isotopic data for sediment and basalt samples from the Cocos plate are also included to further illustrate
the use of these equations. The isotopic compositions of the predicted mixtures can be used to constrain
the origin of magmas in the central part of the Mexican Volcanic Belt. These examples show the need of
high quality experimental data for them to be useful in geochemical modeling of magmatic processes.

1. Introduction
Data reduction and error analysis have become
fundamental in physical and chemical sciences (e.g.,
Bevington 1969; Taylor 1990; Guedens et al 1993a, b).
Error evaluation and propagation are a routine matter
in geochronology and isotope geology (Dalrymple and
Lanphere 1969; Faure 1986; Rollinson 1993; Dickin
1995), but have not attracted adequate attention in
other branches of earth sciences, such as trace element
determination and modeling of magmatic processes
using these elements (Wilson 1989; LoÂpez Ruiz and
CebriaÂ GoÂmez 1990; AlbareÁde 1995, Verma 1996a).
For major element mass-balance modeling, leastsquares regression techniques are routinely applied
in geochemistry (e.g. Bryan et al 1969; Wright and
Doherty 1970; AlbareÁde and Provost 1977; Verma et al
1992).
In petrological and thermodynamic problems, error
analysis has gained importance as evidenced in several
books (Le Maitre 1982; Taylor 1982; McBirney 1984;
Ragland 1989; Rollinson 1993). Error propagation

theory has been applied recently to geothermal
research for evaluating three geothermometers and
proposing new geothermometric equations from outlier detection and elimination (Santoyo and Verma
1991, 1993; Verma and Santoyo 1995, 1997).
Accuracy and precision provide two parameters to
assess analytical errors. For isotopic ratios, precision is
generally estimated in each sample run (expressed as
2E ; two times the standard error of the mean), but
can also be determined by replicate analyses. Accuracy
is also controlled by running an ``accepted'' standard
several times during the course of a study and adjusting the isotopic ratios of unknown samples for a
probable instrumental bias in isotopic determinations.
For trace elements, on the other hand, the precision
and accuracy are generally estimated by analyzing an
international geochemical reference material (RM).
Unfortunately, most RM still show a large spread of
elemental data (e.g., Gladney and Roelandts, 1988;
Govindaraju et al 1994; Imai et al 1995; Velasco and
Verma 1998), although better-characterized mean
concentration values can be obtained by a procedure
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involving a large number of statistical tests for outlier
detection and rejection (Verma 1996b, 1997, 1998;
Verma et al 1998). Quality-value parameter based on
the relative standard deviation of the final data
population can be used to decide the usefulness of
these RM to specific analytical problems (Potts and
Kane 1992; Verma 1997). It is not customary to adjust
the trace element data for possible bias, although
statistical tests are sometimes applied for establishing
new methods or for testing the quality of data from
existing analytical procedures (Sutarno and Steger
1985; Velasco and Verma 1995).
The errors of trace element determination in
individual geological samples are therefore not precisely known. It is however not difficult to estimate
the precision of individual analysis, using error
propagation theory (Bevington 1969; Guedens et al
1993a, b; Verma 1995). In fact, this has been done for
mass spectrometric isotope dilution measurements
(Verma 1981; Verma and Schilling 1982).
The consequences of the experimental errors inherent in the determination of trace elements and
isotopic ratios have not been evaluated for modeling
of igneous processes, such as partial melting (Schilling
and Winchester 1967; Gast 1968; Shaw 1970, Hertogen and Gijbels 1976; Hanson 1978; AlbareÁde 1983;
Maale 1994), fractional crystallization (Neumann
et al 1954; Greenland 1970; AlbareÁde 1976; AlleÁgre
and Minster 1978; Langmuir 1989; O'Hara and Fry
1996a, b), magma mixing or source mixing (Anderson
1976; Langmuir et al 1978; DePaolo and Wasserburg
1979; Myres et al 1987; LoÂpez Ruiz and CebriaÂ GoÂmez
1990), and combined assimilation and fractional
crystallization (Taylor 1980; DePaolo 1981, 1985;
Powell 1984; Taylor and Sheppard 1986; Hagen and
Neumann 1990). Recently, although AlbareÁde (1995)
has presented some worked examples, systematic
work, reporting explicit error propagation equations
and illustrative examples, is in fact required for a
more extensive application of these concepts in
geochemistry.
A series of papers will be devoted to analyze the
consequences of experimental errors inherent in the
determination of trace elements and isotopic ratios
for modeling of igneous processes. This first part
deals with error propagation for isotopic ratios in twocomponent mixtures. The case of inverse modeling
in which the composition of one or both components or
end-members is predicted from the composition of
several mixture samples will be presented elsewhere.

2. New error equations for two-component
mixing
Error propagation theory provides the rules for
combining errors of two variables related to each
other by a mathematical operation, such as summa-

tion, subtraction, multiplication, and division, or for a
variable involved in a mathematical function, such as
exponent or logarithm (Bevington 1969; Taylor 1982;
Guedens et al 1993a, b). New equations are derived
from this theory by propagating errors of different
parameters involved in geochemical modeling of
mixing of two components. The resulting equations
express explicitly the error of the predicted variable
(isotopic ratio in the mixture) in terms of the errors in
the initial variables (e.g., original concentration of the
corresponding trace element and isotopic ratio of the
two components). These equations predict the uncertainty in the composition of the mixture of two
components, prior to its possible modification from
other processes that might take place after the mixing
has been completed.
2:1 Equations for an isotopic ratio
As many other igneous processes, the mixing process
is controlled by mass-balance. For radiogenic isotopes,
such as 87Sr/86Sr, 143Nd/144Nd, 206Pb/204Pb, etc., the
mixing of two components is given by equations
similar to the ones developed here for 87Sr/86Sr.
For mixing of Sr concentration, the mixing equations (Faure 1986) of element concentration will not be
strictly applicable in their present form, as the atomic
weight depends on the actual value of the isotopic
ratio of radiogenic Sr (i.e., 87Sr/86Sr). However, the
differences in atomic weights are generally very small
as shown below.
The element Sr consists of four stable isotopes
(Faure 1986): 88Sr, 87Sr, 86Sr, and 84Sr. One of them
(87Sr) is radiogenic and therefore has a variable
abundance. The absolute abundance of these isotopes
can be obtained from the measured isotopic ratios of
different isotopes of Sr. As an example, let us assume
for a sample that 87Sr/86Sr = 0.710 (crust-type Sr),
86
Sr/88Sr = 0.1194 (by definition, this value is used in
corrections of isotopic fractionation effects), and
84
Sr/88Sr = 0.006756. Using the atomic masses of
the isotopes 88Sr = 87.905625 amu, 87Sr = 86.908890
amu, 86Sr = 85.909273 amu, and 84Sr = 83.913428
amu (Walker et al 1977), it is a simple matter to show
that the atomic weight of such a Sr is 87.6167 amu. If
the 87Sr/86Sr in the sample were 0.703 (mantle-type
Sr), then the atomic weight of such a Sr will be 87.6172
amu, not very different from crust-type Sr. The differences are thus too small to be of much significance in
modeling of magmatic processes described in this
paper.
The equations are simpler if one assumes very
similar, almost identical atomic weights of Sr and
absolute abundance of 86Sr in components A and B.
This assumption is generally justified as shown above
for all cases where the isotopic ratios of the two endmembers are not drastically different. The mixing
equation for the isotopic ratio is as follows (e.g., Faure
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where SrA and SrB are the concentrations of Sr in
components A and B respectively; f is the fraction of
the component A in the mixture. The concentration of
Sr in the mixture SrM is estimated as follows:
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Both the concentration and isotopic ratio are
characterized by experimental errors, although the
former error (for concentration) is generally much
greater than the latter one (for isotopic ratio). Let Sr
A
87=86
and A
be the respective errors for component A;
87=86
87=86
for component B; Sr
for the
Sr
B and B
M and M
mixture M. In many practical cases, these errors could
be total sampling and experimental errors. In other
words, they could represent the actual variability of
heterogeneous end-members, provided their distribution is not too different from a ``normal'' statistical
sample.
The general error propagation equation for SrM is:
2
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where Sr
AB is the covariance of Sr concentration in the
components A and B.
The covariance term should tend to zero because, in
practically all cases, the measurements of Sr concentration in the two components A and B are independent
and therefore Sr
AB ! 0. In that case, the equation (6)
reduces to:
2
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Neglecting the covariance term (as the determinations of Sr concentration and 87 Sr=86 Sr in the
components A and B are independent),
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Although Bevington (1969) used
to denote
covariance of the variables u and v, Taylor (1982)
encouraged the use of the term uv , simply because the
covariance can be negative and that uv has the
dimensions of uv. The latter notation is therefore used
in this paper. The covariance uv is given by,
uv  h u ÿ u v ÿ vi :

13

The variables u and v are respectively the numerator and denominator of the right hand side of equation
(5). The covariance can be expressed as Schwarz
inequality (Taylor 1982):
juv j  u v :

14

If it is assumed that these two variables u and v are
``perfectly'' correlated, then the inequality (14) can be
written as equality equation (15):
juv j  u v
and therefore equation (8) can be modified as,
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Equation (17) gives the minimum error of 87 Sr=86 Sr
in the mixture of A and B, in the case when the
variables u and v are perfectly correlated.
The general case is when the variables u (numerator) and v (denominator) of the right hand side of
equation (1) are not perfectly correlated. Although
the concentration terms SrA and SrB are present in
both numerator and denominator, the isotopic terms
87
Sr=86 SrA and 87 Sr=86 SrB occur only in the
numerator. Therefore, the variations of the concentration variables will contribute to the covariance
term uv , leaving the effects of the isotopic variables
almost negligible in this term. A reasonable estimate
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of this covariance can thus be made from equation
(18) below:
juv j  u cov v cov

18

where u cov and v cov are approximated as follows
for this covariance term only:

v
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Therefore, the final error can be estimated from
equation (21), using equations (10) and (12) as well as
(18) to (20).
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3. Results and discussion
Equation (21) is for propagated error, whereas
equation (17) gives a minimum estimate of this error.
Equation (21) should therefore provide a more
realistic estimate of the propagated error. It will be
used to characterize the mixtures with propagated
errors in predicted variables of radiogenic isotopic
ratios for two-component mixing. As stated above,
sample variability reflecting its heterogeneity can be
used in place of experimental errors, unless there
is strong evidence that the parameter distribution
is not symmetrical. Myers et al (1987) presented a
mathematical-graphical procedure to take into
account such end-member variability. Instead of this
approach, the equations derived here are used to
understand and predict the effects of such variability.
3:1 Illustrative examples of application to radiogenic
isotopes
In order to keep the paper short I will use the Sr
isotopes for illustrative purposes. Similar examples
can be put forth for other radiogenic isotopes
(143 Nd=144 Nd, 206 Pb=204 Pb, 207 Pb=204 Pb, and 208 Pb=
204
Pb). In fact, it will be done so in the next section for
the actual data from the Cocos plate.
As an example, SrA  10 ppm, SrB  100 ppm,
87
Sr=86 SrA  0:703, and 87 Sr=86 SrB  0:720 are
assumed. The predicted Sr isotopic ratio 87 Sr=86 SrM
of a mixture of these two components or end-members
A and B as a function of f (f is the proportion of the
component A in the mixture) is plotted in figure 1.
This is a general mixing curve for isotopes. Its curvature depends on the relative value of the ratio of the
end-member concentrations. Only in the special

Figure 1. Predicted Sr isotopic ratio 87 Sr=86 SrM of a mixture
of two components or end-members A and B as a function of f
(f is the proportion of the component A in the mixture).
SrA  10 ppm, SrB  100 ppm, 87 Sr=86 SrA  0.703 and 87 Sr=
86
SrB  0.720 are assumed for this example. The component A
is represented by a circle and the component B by a square in
this and later diagrams. Note the mixing curve is, in general,
not a straight line on this diagram.

circumstance when SrA  SrB that this mixing
curve becomes a straight line. No error bars are
shown in this diagram. It therefore represents only
the mixing of two totally homogenous and error-free
end-members. However, this is a highly improbable
situation, as the end-member compositions will
generally be variable and also characterized by
experimental error, or both sampling and experimental errors, reflecting end-member heterogeneity. The
87=86
on the 87 Sr=86 Sr of the mixture
propagated error A
as a function of f for the example of figure 1 is given
in figure 2. The experimental errors of Sr concentrations are totally correlated, as explained above, and
therefore seem to cancel out from the mixture
87
Sr=86 Sr. The errors on the isotopic ratios are
therefore reflected in the final propagated error on the
87
Sr=86 Sr in the mixture. Two extreme cases can be
considered.
3:1:1 Small errors
87=86

87=86

=
This case is computed for A = 0.01% and B
0.01%. Figure 2(a) gives the mixing curve with error
bars and figure 2(b) shows (%RsdM vs. f curve for the
same data as in figure 2(a). It is of interest to see how
the equal errors of the end-members are propagated to
lower errors in the mixture isotopic ratio (figure 2(b)).
This behavior depends on the difference between the
actual isotopic ratios of the two end-members. In this
case of small errors, the size of the symbols generally
used in such diagrams is sufficient to represent the
propagated errors.
3:1:2 Large errors
87

86

87=86

Sr= SrM vs. f curve with resulting M
vertical
87=86
87=86
error bars for A
 0.16% and B
 0.08% is
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87=86

Figure 2. Propagated error M
on the 87 Sr=86 Sr of the mixture as a function of f for the example of figure 1. ``Small errors''
87=86
87=86
87=86
vertical error bars for both A
 0.01% and B
 0.01% (the
example: (a) 87 Sr=86 SrM vs. f curve with resulting M
86
87
experimental errors of Sr are totally correlated and seem to cancel out from the mixture Sr= Sr; see text for more explanation);
(b) (%RsdM vs. f curve for the same data as in figure 2(a). ``Large errors'' example: (c) 87 Sr=86 SrM vs. f curve with resulting
87=86
87=86
87=86
vertical error bars for A
= 0.16% and B
= 0.08%; (d) %RsdM vs. f curve for the same data as in figure 2(c).
M

shown in figure 2(c). The corresponding (%RsdM vs. f
curve for the data of figure 2(c) is presented in figure
2(d). The propagated error in this case is somewhat
larger than the size of the symbols used. For this case
of unequal large errors, the propagated error lies
between the two values for the end-members.

3:2 Application to isotopic ratios from the Cocos plate
Radiogenic isotopes and related trace element data
are summarized in table 1, taken from Verma (1992,
1999) and Leggett (1981). The more important
statistical parameters are also included for their use

Table 1.Isotopic and relevant trace element data (with total geological field sampling and analytical errors, reflecting heterogeneity
of the compositions) in sediment and altered basalt samples from DSDP Site 487 located at the Cocos plate, Mexico (summarized
from Verma 1998b)
Sediment

Isotopic ratio/
element

n

A

Sr/86 Sr
Nd/144 Nd
206
Pb/204 Pb
207
Pb/204 Pb
208
Pb/204 Pb
Sr
Rb
Nd
Sm
Pb

9
9
2
2
2


7
7
42

0.70851
0.51251
18.74
15.61
38.50
204
92
26
5.6
105

87

143

Basalt
 SA
 0.00041
 0.00003
 0.21
 0.05
 0.27
2
2
15
 3.3
25

(%Rsd)A

n

B

0.06
0.006
1.1
0.32
0.7
1.0
2.2
58
59
24

6
6
2
2
2


5
5
2

0.70324
0.51322
18.22
15.50
37.75
65
3.0
4.2
1.47
0.18

 SB











0.00008
0.00003
0.25
0.07
0.42
1
0.2
0.6
0.13
0.05

(%Rsd)B
0.011
0.006
1.4
0.45
1.1
1.5
6.7
13
8.8
28

SA and SB are one standard deviation values of isotopic ratio or element concentration data A and B respectively; (%Rsd)A
and (%Rsd)B are the relative standard deviations in % of the components A and B respectively; n is the number of data on which
the average and standard deviations are based. Sr and Rb concentration data n   were obtained in sediment and altered basalt
composite samples. Each of them was a physical mixture of equal weights of six samples from Site 487 (Verma 1999). Pb
concentration data for sediments are summarized from Leggett (1981) and for basalt from Verma (1992).
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Table 2. Predicted isotopic ratios (with their errors or variability estimated from the error propagation theory) in mixtures of
sediment and altered basalt samples from the Cocos plate, Mexico
M1S
Ratio
87

86

Sr/ Sr
Nd/144 Nd
206
Pb/204 Pb
207
Pb/204 Pb
208
Pb/204 Pb
143

M5S

M20S

M

(S)M

(%Rsd)M

M

(S)M

(%Rsd)M

M

0.703402
0.513178
18.66
15.59
38.39

0.000079
0.000028
0.18
0.04
0.24

0.011
0.006
1.0
0.28
0.62

0.703987
0.513046
18.72
15.61
38.48

0.000090
0.000055
0.20
0.05
0.26

0.013
0.011
1.1
0.31
0.68

0.705557
0.512789
18.74
15.61
38.49

(S)M
0.000186
0.000095
0.21
0.05
0.27

(%Rsd)M
0.026
0.019
1.1
0.32
0.70

M1S, M5S, and M20S are mixtures of sediment and altered basalt, with respectively 1%, 5%, and 20% sediment components.
M , (S)M , and (%Rsd)M are respectively the mean isotopic ratio, its propagated error, and relative % error.

Figure 3. Isotopic compositions of Sr and Nd with propagated errors (shown as vertical error bars) as a function of f on predicted
mixtures of sediment (component A) and basalt (component B), estimated on the basis of the actual data (Verma 1999) from the
87=86
Cocos plate. (a) 87 Sr=86 SrM vs. f (error bars are M for the predicted mixture); (b) %RsdM vs. f curve for the same data as in
143=144
143
144
Nd= NdM vs. f (error bars are M
for the predicted mixture); (d) %RsdM vs. f curve for the same data
figure 3(a); (c)
as in figure 3(c).

in error propagation equations to compute the five
radiogenic isotopic compositions of the mixtures with
respective propagated errors. The more important
results are included in table 2.
Figure 3 (a±d) gives the isotopic compositions of Sr
(figure 3a) and Nd (figure 3c) with propagated errors
(figures 3b and 3d) as a function of f on predicted
mixtures of sediment (component A) and basalt
(component B) from the Cocos plate. The propagated
error on 87 Sr=86 Sr varies almost regularly from basalt
to sediment (figure 3b), whereas that for 143 Nd=144 Nd
reaches a maximum for f  0.15 (figure 3(d)).
The isotopic compositions of Pb, with propagated
206=204
shown as vertical error bars) as a funcerrors (M

tion of f on predicted mixtures of sediment (component
A) and basalt (component B) from the Cocos plate are
shown in figure 4 (a±d). Figures 4(a) and 4(b) give
the (206 Pb=204 PbM vs. f and %RsdM vs. f curves,
whereas figures 4(c) and 4(d) are for 207 Pb=204 PbM
vs. f and 208 Pb=204 PbM vs. f curves respectively.
Here both end-members are highly variable, resulting
in very large error bars also for the predicted mixtures.
Figure 5 presents the conventional 87 Sr=86 SrM 143
Nd=144 NdM diagram for predicted mixtures of
sediment (component A) and basalt (component B)
from the Cocos plate, but includes the respective
error bars representing end-member variability. The
87=86
143=144
and M
) correspond to the
error bars (M
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Figure 4. Isotopic compositions of Pb with propagated errors (shown as vertical error bars) as a function of f on predicted mixtures
206=204
for
of sediment (component A) and basalt (component B) from the Cocos plate. (a) 206 Pb=204 PbM vs. f (error bars are M
207=204
207
204
Pb= PbM vs. f (error bars are M
the predicted mixture); (b) %RsdM vs. f curve for the same data as in figure 4(a); (c)
208=204
for the predicted mixture); (d) 208 Pb=204 PbM vs. f (error bars are M
for the predicted mixture).

Figure 5. 87 Sr=86 SrM - 143 Nd=144 NdM diagram for predicted
mixtures of sediment (component A) and basalt (component
87=86
143=144
B) from the Cocos plate. The error bars are M and M
for sediment fractions of 0.00 (pure basalt component), 0.02,
0.04, 0.06, 0.08, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, and 1.00 (pure
sediment component). An approximate trace of the ``mantle
array'' is also included for reference (from Rollinson 1993).

sediment fractions of 0.00 (pure basalt component),
0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08, 0.10 (designated 0.1S), 0.20
(designated 0.2S), 0.30, 0.40, 0.50 (designated 0.5S),
and 1.00 (pure sediment component). An approximate
trace of the ``mantle array'', included for reference
(from Rollinson 1993), shows that the mixing curve
for the upper part of the subducting Cocos plate lies
far to the right of the most probable mantle compositions. This result has important bearing on the origin

of magmas in the central part of the Mexican Volcanic
Belt, as most mafic and evolved magmas lie well
within the ``mantle array'' (Verma et al 1991; Verma
1999 and unpublished data). An inescapable conclusion would be that partial melting of the subducting
Cocos plate can not generate magmas of the central
part of this complex volcanic province.
Some other conventional isotopic diagrams, but
with error bars, for predicted mixtures of sediment
(component A) and basalt (component B) from
the Cocos plate are presented in figure 6 (a±d). The
error bars correspond to the sediment fraction of 0.00
(pure basalt component), 0.01 (designated 0.01S),
0.02, 0.05 (designated 0.05S), 0.10, 0.50, and 1.00
(pure sediment component). Figures 6(a) to 6(d)
are respectively for 87 Sr=86 SrM - 206 Pb=204 PbM ,
143
Nd= 144 NdM - 206 Pb=204 PbM , 207 Pb=204 PbM 206
Pb=204 PbM , and 208 Pb=204 PbM - 206 Pb=204 PbM
mixing curves. The large error bars indicate high
variability of the end-members for the Pb isotopes.

4. Conclusions
Error propagation theory is successfully applied to
isotopic modeling during mixing of two components in
order to predict the effects of analytical errors, or of
both sampling and analytical errors. Two probable
(extreme) cases identified by ``Small errors'' and
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Figure 6. Isotopic diagrams with error bars for predicted mixtures of sediment (component A) and basalt (component B) from the
Cocos plate. The error bars correspond to the sediment fraction of 0.00 (pure basalt component), 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.10, 0.50, and
1.00 (pure sediment component). (a) 87 Sr=86 SrM - 206 Pb=204 PbM mixing curve; (b) 143 Nd=144 NdM - 206 Pb=204 PbM mixing
curve; (c) 207 Pb=204 PbM - 206 Pb=204 PbM mixing curve (straight line); (d) 208 Pb=204 PbM - 206 Pb=204 PbM mixing curve
(straight line).

``Large errors'' are presented to illustrate the use of
the newly derived error propagation equations for
two-component mixing. The results are presented
graphically to show the effect of error propagation in
isotopic modeling. Actual examples of radiogenic
isotope data from the Cocos plate are presented to
demonstrate the usefulness of this approach in
isotopic modeling of two component mixing.
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